MEETING THE RESET CHARACTERS
When you write a story or a movie, you have to create characters in your story.
It is important that your audience can identify with, or understand who, those characters
are. A writer has to establish the type of character you are seeing very quickly. Even in the
first few minutes of RESET, we get a sense about each of the central characters. Although
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you only saw them for a few minutes, and they said just a few sentences, I think you will
know which characteristics they each have. Let’s test that theory…
Here is a list of words that describe these characters’ personalities. Choose two for each character and write them
on the lines underneath their pictures. Check the meanings of words you don’t know yet. Let’s see how many in the
class pick the same words.

SKEPTICAL

SECRETIVE

SMART

MYSTERIOUS

Kayden Ngapera
as JUSTIN

Pearl Schmidt
as PEARL

LOGICAL

DISBELIEVING

MATTER-OF-FACT
DILIGENT

Shizandra Bowden
as LYDIA

CONSCIENTIOUS

PRACTICAL

Lex Lawler
as XANDER

Carl Drake
as GRANT

PAYING ATTENTION ? Watch it again if you missed the answers
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Which character had spent a long time working out a code? ________________________________
Which character didn’t believe in aliens? ________________________________________________
Who said, “Phone home?” ___________________________________________________________
Bonus Point—which 1982 movie is the “phone home” quote taken from? _____________________
Who made an Extinction Clock for his Science Fair display? _________________________________
What was moving on Justin’s table? ____________________________________________________
What was the name of the teacher who was marking the Science Fair displays? _________________
What objects were rolling through a maze at the start of Webisode 1? ________________________
Who was there with her dad? _________________________________________________________
What did the aliens say, according to Justin? _____________________________________________
Why did everyone leave the Science Fair in a hurry? What was happening? ____________________
Who built a model of a house for a Science Fair display? ___________________________________
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MEETING THE RESET CHARACTERS—TEACHER ANSWER REFERENCE:
When you write a story or a movie, you have to create characters in your story.
It is important that your audience can identify with, or understand who, those characters
are. A writer has to establish the type of character you are seeing very quickly. Even in the
first few minutes of RESET, we get a sense about each of the central characters. Although
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you only saw them for a few minutes, and they said just a few sentences, I think you will
know which characteristics they each have. Let’s test that theory…
Here is a list of words that describe these characters’ personalities. Choose two for each character and write them
on the lines underneath their pictures. Check the meanings of words you don’t know yet. Let’s see how many in the
class pick the same words.

SKEPTICAL

SECRETIVE

SMART

MYSTERIOUS

Kayden Ngapera

LOGICAL

DISBELIEVING

Pearl Schmidt

MATTER-OF-FACT
DILIGENT

Shizandra Bowden

CONSCIENTIOUS

PRACTICAL

Lex Lawler

Carl Drake
as GRANT

SECRETIVE

CONSCIENTIOUS

MATTER-OF-FACT

SMART

SKEPTICAL

MYSTERIOUS

DILIGENT

PRACTICAL

LOGICAL

DISBELIEVING

PAYING ATTENTION ? Watch it again if you missed the answers
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Which character had spent a long time working out a code? ___JUSTIN________________________
Which character didn’t believe in aliens? _______GRANT___________________________________
Who said, “Phone home?” __GRANT___________________________________________________
Which 1982 movie is the “phone home” quote taken from? ___E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial_________
Who made an Extinction Clock for his Science Fair display? __XANDER________________________
What was moving on Justin’s table? ____STONES/ROCKS___________________________________
What was the name of the teacher who was marking the Science Fair displays? ___MRS JENKINS__
What objects were rolling through a maze at the start of Webisode 1? __MARBLES______________
Who was there with her dad? __LYDIA__________________________________________________
What did the aliens say, according to Justin? ___”THEY’RE COMING”_________________________
Why did everyone leave the Science Fair in a hurry? What was happening? __EARTHQUAKE_______
Who built a model of a house for a Science Fair display? __PEARL____________________________
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